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STABLE RANKS AND REAL
RANKS OF C*-ALGEBRAS
SANG OG KIM

For a unital C* -algebra A, we denote the real rank of A to be the
smallest integer, RR(A), such that for eachn-tuple (Xi,X2,""X n ) of
self-adjoint elements in A with n :5 RR(A) + 1, and every e > 0, there
is an n-tuple (Yb Y2, ... , Yn) of elements in A sa such that l: y~ is invertible and 1Il:(xk - Yk)211 :5 e. Identifying each n-tuple (Xl,X2,'" ,x n )
with the matrix x in Mn(A) that hasxl~X2, ... ,Xn as its first column
and zero's elsewhere, and similarly for y, the estimate simply means
that IIx - yll :5 e in Mn(A). Moreover, the invertibility of L;Yk 2 is
equivalently expressed by the equation 1 = l: ZkYk for a suitable ntuple (Zb Z2, .•. , zn). For any C* -algebra A with identity we denote by
Lgn(A) the set of all n-tuples of A which generates A as a left ideal. By
the stable rank, denoted sr(A), we mean the least integer n such that
Lgn(A) is dense in An for the product topology. H no such integer exists,
we set sr(A) = 00. H A has no identity element, then sr(A) or RR(A)
are defined to be those of C* -algebra A obtained from A by adjoining
an identity element. Note that the topological stable rank in [9] is the
same as the stable rank for C*-algebras ([6]).
Note that for a C*-algebra A, sr(A) = 1 is equivalent to the fact
that the set of invertible elements of A is dense in A and RR( A) = 0 is
equivalent to the fact that the set of self-adjoint invertible elements of
A is dense in A sa (see [10],[11]).
In this note, we examine some properties about the stable ranks and
real ranks of C* -algebras, especially the cases sr(A) = 1 and RR( A) = 0,
which seem to be the most tractable cases.
LEMMA 1([3]). Suppose that A is a unital C*-algebra, p is a projection in A and x E A such that the element b = (1 - P)x( 1 - p) is
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invertible in (l-p)A(I- p). Then x is invertible if and only if a - cb-1d
is invertible in pAp, where a = pxp,C = px(1 - p) and d= (1- p)xp.

The following proposition was proved for real rank in [3].
2. H A is a unital C*-algebra with sr(A)
sr(pAp) = 1 for every projection p in A. And if sr(pAp)
p)A(l- p» = 1 for some projection p in A, then sr(A) = l.
PROPOSITION

= 1,

=

then
sr«l -

Proof. Let x E pAp and E > 0 be given. Since sr(A) = 1, there exists
yEA such that IIx + 1 - p - yll ~ E. Letting b =
(1- p)y(l- p), we have 111- p - bll = 11(1- p)(x + 1- P - y)(1 - p)1I ~
e. Assuming e < 1, it follows that b is invertible in (1 - p)A(1 - p).
By lemma 1, it follows that z = pyp - py(1 - p)b- 1 (1 - p)yp is invert1
ible in pAp. Since lib-III = 1I~::o[(I- p) - b]RII ~ 1- e,we have

an invertible element

IIpy(1 -

p)b- 1 (1 - p)ypll ~

IIpy(1 -

E2

,

p)1I lib-III 11(1 - p)ypll ~ 1_ E·
2
E

Thus IIx - yll = IIx - pyp + py(1 - p)b- I (1 - p)ypll ~ e + - . This
l-e
shows that the stable rank of pAp is equal to 1. Next, take x E A and
write it as the obvious matrix notation x = (:

t). Given E> 0, we

can take invertible bo E (1 - p)A(1 - p) such that lib - boll ~ E. Considering a E pAp; there"' exists an elementzE pAp suCh that
liz - (a - db;lc)1I ~ E. Let Y = z + db;I C• Then z = y - db;I C is

"aole

invertible. Hence by lemma 1, X o =

(~ ~)

is invertible. Note that

lIy - all = lIy - db;lC- (a -db;lc)1I = IIz-(a-db;I c)1I ~ E. Therefore
IIx - xoll = II ~ a b ~ bo) II ~ E. This completes the proof.

(y

COROLLARY 3. If A and B are unital C*-algebras with sr(A®B)
and B has a minimal projection,thensr(A) = 1.

=1

4. H a C* -algebra A is the inductive limit of a net
(A.\).\EA ofC*-algebras with stable ranks 1, then sr(A) = 1.
PROPOSITION

Proof. Let x E A and E > 0 be given. There exists an element x.\ E A.\
such that IIx - x.\11 :5
for some'" E A. Since sr(A.\) = 1, we can find

i
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an invertible Y>. E A>. such that
completing the proof.

IIx>. - y>.11 ~ ~. Thus II x

-

y>.11 ~

€,

COROLLARY 5. H A is a unital C*-algebra with sr(A) = 1 and B is
an AF-algebra, tben sr(A ® B) = 1.

There is no stably :finite simple C*-algebra known to have stable rank
greater than one. Hence there arises a natural question: Does every
stably finite simple C*-algebra have the stable rank one? About this
question, there is a partial result in [10]; IT A is a unital simple C*algebra, and B is a UHF-algebra, then A is stably finite if and only if
sr(A®B) = 1.

6. Let A be a unital simple C* -algebra. Then A is
stably finite if and only if pAp and (1 - p )A( 1 - p) are stably finite for
some pr?jection pEA.
PROPOSITION

Proof. Let B be a UHF-algebra. Since A is stably finite if and only
if sr(A®B) = 1, sr[(p® 1)(A® B)(p® 1)] = sr[(1- p) ® 1](A® B)[(1p) ® 1] = 1 if and only if pAp and (1- p)A(l - p) are stably finite.
COROLLARY 7. Let A be a unital simple C* -algebra. Then A is stably
finite if and only if M 2 (A) is stably finite.

A hereditary C*-subalgebra H of a C*-algebra A is said full if the
norm closure -of AHA is equal to A. Note that any hereditary C*subalgebra of a simple C* -algebra is full. For positive x E A, denote
by Ax the hereditary C* -subalgebra of A generated by x. An element
x of a unital C* -algebra A is said to be well-supported if there is a
projection pEA with x = xp and x*x is invertible in pAp. Recall that
x is well-supported if and only if Ax is unital ([1]).
REMARK 8. Blackadar ([1]) has made the following conjecture: "Let

A be a C* -algebra and if B is an arbitrary full hereditary C* -subalgebra
of A, then sr(B) ~ sr(A)."
The following proposition shows that this is not the case.
PROPOSITION 9. In

the Cuntz algebra On, tbere is a hereditary C*subalgebra Ax such tbat sr(A x ) < sr(On).
Proof. Let A be On. IT we modify the proof of theorem 6 in [7],
not every positive element of A is well-supported. Let x be a nonzero
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positive element which is not well-supported. Since On is purely infinite,
A,l is either unital or stable for every nonzero positive yEA, so that
we have Ax is a stable C*-subalgebra. Since sr(A x ) = 1 or 2 by [9] and
sr(A) = 00, we have the conclusion.
Recall that S. Zhang ([11]) showed that for a simple C*-algebra A,
RR(A) = 0 and every nonzero projection is infinite if and only if for
every positive element x in A, there exists an infinite projection in Ax.
Let A be a C*-algebra and a, b E A +. We write a ::::: b if there is a set of
elements {Xi} in A such that a = Exixi and b = EXiX;. An element
a in A + is said to be ':::::-finite' if b ~ a and a ::::: b implies a = b. In
[8], they used this equivalence relation to compare the positive elements
of C*-algebras as F. J. Murray and J. von Neumann introduced the
well-known notion Qf equivalence between projections of von Neumann
algebras. The following proposition generalizes the fact that every type
III factor is purely infinite.
PROPOSITION 10. Let A be a unital monotone closed infinite simple
C* -algebra such that 'finite'implies ':::::-finite' when restricted to the set
of projections in A. Then RR(A) = 0 if and only if A is purely infinite.

Proof. Assume that there is a finite projection p in A. By Zhang
([12]), there exist mutually orthogonal projections r},· .. ,rn in A such
that 1 "'- p =~
r' and r 1-<-< p. So there exist proTections
L."I
_ 1'"
2--<
_ ... -<r
_
n_
,J
qI, ... ,qn in A such that ri ,..., qi ~ p. We claim each qi is a finite
projection. Suppose that qi is infinite. Then there exists x such that
xx* = q~ < qi = x*x ~ p. Then letting a = p - qi, (q~xqi + a)*(q~xqi +
a) = qiX*q~xqi+a = qiX*XX*xqi+a = qi+a = p and (q~xqi+a)(q~xqi+
'
*qi, + a ' xx *xx *,qi + a ' + a -- P - (qi-- 'qi) <
a )* - qixqiX
- qi
- qi
p. This is a contradiction to the fact that p is finite. Suppose that
Ti ,..., ro ~ ri for some roo Then there exist v, w in A such that v*v =
qi,VV* = ri,w*w = Ti and ww* = roo Hence (v*wv)*(v*wv) = qi and
(v*wv)(v*wv)*
v*rov ~ qi. Since qi is finite, v*rov = qi. Hence
vv*rovv* = riVOri = ro = vqiV* = vv* = rio This shows that ri is
also finite. Since A is monotone closed, the sum of finitely many finite .
projections is finite by [8]. This is a contradiction and there are no finite
projections in A. Hence A is purely infinite, Le. Ax has an infinite
projection for every x E A+. The converse is clear ([3]).
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> 0, let
0

j,(t) ;

1

E

on O<t<-,
- - 2

2

-t -1 on
f

1

f

2 < t < f,

on t

~ f.

11. Let A be a unital simple C*-algebra. Tben RR(A)
= if and only if (A 0 On)l6(x) has a nonzero projection for any x witb
h(x) =f 0, (x > 0,6 > 0), where On is the Cuntz algebra.

°

PROPOSITION

Proof. Let <Pn : On -+ On be an endomorphism such that <Pn( x) =
E~ Si XS ;. By [5], <Pn is homotopic to the identity map; i.e. there is
a continuous path "I : [0,1] -+ End(On) such that "Io=id and "II = <Pn.
Consider 1 0 <Pn : A 0 On -+ A 0 On' Then any nonzero projection
p is equivalent to E(1 0 si)p(1 (8) Si)*' Note that p is equivalent to
(10 si)p(1 0 Si)*' This shows that p is an infinite projection. Therefore
the 'if' part is proved by [2] and the converse is clear.
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